A Bad Spell In Yurt By C Dale Brittain

The World of Yurt books by C. Dale Brittain, are by far one of the best series of fantasy I have ever read. I have read thousands of fantasy books. I would never get tired of the world of Yurt, and the character of Daimbert. ... A Bad Spell in Yurt is an absolute breath of fresh air. The story, the characters, and the
reader were all perfect...
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The characters and situations for my first published novel, "A Bad Spell in Yurt," came to me literally in a dream. I'd been trying intermittently for over 20 years to get a novel published, but this one worked! ... C. Dale Brittain Narrated by: Eric Vincent Length: 10 hrs and 48 mins Unabridged Overall 4.5 out of 5 stars 42 ...
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